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The EIDEA project evolved out of the movementsensing
researchconductedat Arizona State University’s Institute for
Studies in the Arts. Described is a system that combines the
emergentphenomenaassociatedwith artificial life and real-time
local weatherinput to createan autonomousinteractive installation. A multi-channel sound environment provides a direct
link between the movement of the life forms in the artificial
world and current local weatherinformation. A visual mural is
producedby the artificial life world representinga composite
of the creaturesmovementsand interactions.Current plans will
link theseelementsenablingthe viewer to interact directly with
the aural and visual elementsof the work.
The EIDEA installationis createdto exploreemergentphenomena commonly associatedwith artificial life systems by
meansof an interactive soundand image installation. The work
occupiesa spaceof approximately 20 feet square,completely
enclosing viewers. It is possible to visually navigate through
the artificial world and its associatedsoundscapeor choose to
“travel” through a three dimensional image of life form paths
that trace the movementhistory of the cyber-entitiesover time.
The A-life aspectof the work is createdto explore the possible
interactionsbetweenlife forms in the artificial world and between external influences such as local weather and viewers.
The local weatherhas a subtle influence on the life forms, affecting their on-going life processes,while current plans allow
for the viewersto navigatethroughthis artificial world by means
of a movement-sensing system designed by Love11 and
MitchellI”. The life forms can be sensitizedto the viewerspresence,andultimately fashiona responseto the presenceof people
in their world. The work will be describedin its four parts; the
artificial life world itself, the sound generationmechanism,the
weatherstation, and the role of the viewers or interactors.
Description
A-LIFE

The artificial life world at the core of EIDEA exists as a
mathematicalplane floating in a vast space.Three artificial en196

tities exist on this plane (referred to as birds, wolves, and trees)
and interact to form a closed ecosystem[2].Trees,formed by a
simple L-systemB1, grow slowly and over time bear fruit for
the birds and wolves to eat. The L-system grammarconsistsof
branch lengths and angles out to a limited length creating a
“fractal” shape.Birds consumethe fruit of the trees,move in a
flocking fashion, and breedto create offspring that thenjoin the
flock. The cyberspacepredator, a wolf-like creature called a
turoid (after computer scientistAllen Turing), feedson the birds
and has its own breeding and life cycle.

water, and digests his food like a living duck”.[4] One wing of
the duck containedover 400 articulated pieces.

Finally, with the invention of the multipurpose modeler,
the computer,and the formulation of the notion of an algorithm
being the logic underlying a model, regardlessof the model’s
physical manifestation, (Church, Kleen, Giidel, Turing, and
Post),allowed the blooming of the modem incarnation of Artificial Life. John von Neumann was on of the first pioneers to
formulate a computational approach to the generation of lifelike behaviors.His idea was to formulate an automatoncapable
Breeding is accomplishedin a cycle of mating, gestation, of reproducingitself and he proved that machinescould be forand birth. The two creaturesinvolved in mating must be willing mulated with the capability of self-reproduction151.Many other
participants. If one of the creaturesis pregnant already or if an experimentshave been carried out since that time which recreexcitation factor (which grows over time) is too low, they will ate elementsof life as computer models. Cellular automata.Lnot mate. (Thus the excitation factor is reducedupon comple- systems, and genetic automata are some of the technological
tion of the mating ritual.) Once two creatureshave mated, one tools of the artificial life modeler. This tremendousadvanceor both of the creaturescan become pregnant. This is deter- ment in the technology used to observe nature has given the
mined as a probability based upon the creaturesfertility and artist the capability to not only representnature in static states,
constitution. Length of pregnancy varies also according to a but to recreateit dynamically.
“chromosome”and at birth a new creatureis createdwhich representsa composite of the parents.A crossoverpoint is generIn EIDEA, life forms breed through a process of natural
atedcombining both parent’sgenesandduring the process,some selection.Each form has a genetic make up which determines
genesmay be randomly mutatedin order to maintain diversity. how well it survivesin the environment.A set of behavior genes
Occuring at a very low probability, (on the order of one in 100 are assignedvalues to determine how well or to what extent
births) genemutation is used as part of the geneticworld model each animal can accomplish living tasks.As animals mate and
to maintain adequategenetic diversity. Without this mutation their genesare combined, their characteristicsare passedon to
all the animals would tend toward a single genetic makeup.
future generations.Less fit animals tend to be unable to breed
and die off becausethey do not have the tools to survive. Death
Artificial life is a study into the inner workings of nature can occur from aging or from being consumedby another anithrough the use of technology. The earliest tool technologies mal, so that animal behaviorsadapt over time to environmental
allowed man to manipulate the world around him to alter the conditions.
natural order to suit his purposes.However, some things about
nature can’t be modified, only tested,observed,and modeled,
The behaviors,or in this casemovement of the life forms,
allowing predictions to be made about the outcomesof particu- are modeled to give them unique characteristics.Animal molar events such as the advent of floods, or the change of sea- tions are determinedthrough two types of algorithms: a flocksons. In the past, artists used simple technologiesto recreate ing algorithm for bird motion, and an inherited Turing program
nature, using music, painting, dance, and sculpture to capture for wolf motion. Each bird has ten chromosomeswhich deterthe static or semi-static forms of living things.
mine its movement capability: eyesight, dexterity, maximum
number of other birds that can be tracked, fleeweight,
Early technology, including pneumatic devices such as veerweight. follow weight, maximum speed,and acceleration.
floats, siphons, and the water-wheel, were used by the early The flocking is achieved by the bird’s instinct to stay close to
Egyptians in Alexandria to model time and create gadgetsin other birds and yet avoid objects. Birds are also bred to avoid
the shapeof animals. Later, with the invention of the mechani- predators(wolves), and fly close to the center of their group.
cal escapementand the pendulum, artifacts consisting of com- Two global constraintsare also imposed upon bird movement;
plex behaviorsallowed for a more precisemodeling of time. As the birds must stay within the boundariesof the world and stay
technology improved, man’s models of nature progressedand above or on the ground. Becausethe birds are not given any
becamemore complicated. Over time, more and more compli- instructions about where to fly but rather are given ways to bccated mechanical systems were devised such as levers which have, they develop a collective behavior of moving about the
converted circular motion of a cam into linear motions. This world as a flock. The algorithm used is simiIar to an algorithm
provided the meansfor the creation of complicated mechanical invented by Craig Reynoldsin 1989that producesflocking type
automatawhich looked and acted like real animals or humans. motions.[6] Specifically, each bird keeps track of where two 10
An example of such an animal is Jacquesde Vaucanson’sduck, five birds in its immediate area are located. (The number of
circa 1735,which wasdescribedas “an artificial duck madeof birds trackeddependsupon the birds perceptiongene.) If a bird
gilded copper that drinks, eats, quacks, splashesabout on the falls behind the center of its group of birds it accelerates;if it
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gets aheadit decelerates.Each bird is always moving toward
the center of a local group. But should some external object
come to the birds attention, it modifies its motions by including
a desire to move away (or toward, depending on whether the
object is food) the externalobject.The two motion vectors,flocking and external object avoidance are added together to produce a composite motion.
Wolves, on the other hand, are much more independent,
moving alone and in a pattern specified by their own genetic
code. They move according to an inherited Turing program,
which consists of a list of motions and an ordering of those
motions. In 1936 the British mathematicianAlen Turing created a theory describing the simplest type of computer [‘I. In
the theory this computer, although simple in construction, was
able to produceany computation. The machineconsistsof a tape
of memory cells and a processingunit called a head which can
move up and down the tapestoring or erasinga 0 or 1 on the tape
accordingto a list of instructionscalleda program.Eideausesthis
sameconceptfor the motions of the wolf like life forms.A wolf’s
Turing program consistsof a finite list of quintuplesof the form
<currentstate,readcolor, write color, new state,move direction>.
Insteadof a tape,a planeis usedfor the storagedeviceandinstead
of only forward and backwardmotions,turns are allowed. In addition, the number of statespossibleis expandedfrom 0 and 1 to
hunt, sleep,eat, mate, and explore. Each wolf has part of its genetic code dedicatedto describingthe possiblemotions for that
wolf to use.Wolvesare alsorequiredto stayaway from the edges
of the world, aboveground, and wolves are not able to fly. Each
generationof wolves producesnew movementprogramswhich
are compositesof the parent’s programsso that the movement
algorithmsof wolves evolve through naturalselection.As wolves
breedover time and more fit algorithmsarecombined,their strategiesfor surviving adapt.

The music sound-spaceis controlledby both weatherevents
and statistics from the artificial world. Specifically, the &ations of one of the bird flocks controls the location and the balance of particular sounds in the multi-channel sound system.
Thus, an observercan hear the sound moving from one side of
the room to another following the birds around their environment. Population statistics of each of the colonies are used to
add instrumentsto an on-going orchestration.As breeding outpacesdying, the sound score becomesincreasingly more complex. If dying is greater thati breeding the reverse is true. The
remainderof the score is basedupon current weather information including temperature,relative humidity, barometric pressure,wind speedand wind direction.Theseelementsare mapped
directly to the soundgenerationalgorithms, createdin MAXigl,
and act as a looking glass by reflecting the cycles and patterns
of the local weather then translating these cycles and patterns
into aspectsof the soundscape.It is possible for the viewer to
literally hear changesin temperature,humidity or barometric
pressure.The multi-channelsoundscape,generatedfrom a combination of externalweatherdataand statisticalinformation from
the cyber-world,then becomesan intermediaryor crossingpoint
betweencyber reality and the natural or outside world, placing
the viewers at this nexus.

Weather
A weatherstation links the computer-generatedlife forms
to local temperature,wind speed,wind velocity, barometricpressure and relative humidity. In the sameway that cosmic forces
influence the weatherof the earth, and eventually our own day
to day existence,local weatherhasan impact on the behavior of
the cyber-entitiesand on the developmentor evolution of their
world. It is possibleto seeour weathercycles, such as the regular temperaturefluctuation in a 24 hour period, as epochs or
erasof the artificial world’s evolution. The weather of our outside world influences the behaviors and abilities of the creaSound
tures in the artificial world where wind velocity, for example,
The soundgenerationmechanismconsistsof a pre-sampled causesthe birds to have some trouble flying, actually blowing
palette of sounds used to create a sound space.This is done them aroundat times. Creatureshunt and eat more during warm
partially through the use of a non-linear chaotic function, periods, and more breedingoccursduring cold. Thesechanges,
xi+l=rxi( l-xi), which Mitchell Feigenbaumused to while for- of course,also provide a secondaryeffect upon the sound score.
mulating his theorieson chaoswhile working at LosAlamos.[*1
This function is interesting in the interval where r is in the range Viewers
from 0 to I and chaotic when r is > 0.86. To generatea seriesof
Viewers can interact with the installation in two very dinotes, an initial x value is fed into the equation and a new x is rect manners.A three dimensional electronic mural recordsthe
generated.This x value is then scaledto match an audible pitch movementof the life forms in the world, providing a history of
in a 48 tone per octave tuning system and played. The new x their activities. Constructedas a record of the motions of the
value is then fed back into the equation generatinga new note. animals math space,the mural results from recording the paths
The processcontinues at a certain metronomic rate creating a of the life forms and then sampling a set of images basedupon
melodic line. During the feed back cycle, valuesfor metronomic their geneticmakeup.This image,updatedcontinuously,reffectrate and the r constant can be changed forcing the function to ing the evolution of the life forms, their genealogy,and showtravel into new chaotic fields and structures.In the EIDEA sys- ing how the different movementstrategiesdevelop.Viewers can
tem, several chaotic functions playing various sample instru- move through this image by changing their position in the inments are usedto createa thick texture of complex interactions. stallation, or they can chooseto explore the artificial world diThese functions are made more complex by linking various rectly. The EIDEA artificial life environment is displayed in
soundparametersto real-time weatherdata as describedbelow. real-time,continually showingthe movement,growth, birth, and
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death of the creatureswithin, Current plans include using the Virtual SensingEnvironment111to connect viewers to the artitI.+aI
world. By displaying one half of the EIDEA world on eachside of the viewer, we hope to provide the viewer with the experience
of actually being a part of this artificial environment.
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Figure 1. System Overview

The work’s duration can be a minimum of severalhours to a maximum of several weeks. Once the world is initiated, the
score is self generating and will continue to run until the world is ended. Sound sourcesinclude two SampleCell cards in a
Macintosh computer,an outboard analogsynthesizermodule, and a microphone.Sound generationand control are basedon data
obtained in real-time from two sources;a Davis Weather Monitor and the artificial world running on an Indigo II.

example of a chaos function realized in MAX
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Conclusion
The conceptof monitoring weatherinformation stemsfrom
the artists’fascination with performanceevents basedon realtime data input and an interest in exploring the rhythm of the
natural world. The artists plan to continue working with artificial life as an aspectof a larger vision of contemporaryinstallation art.
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